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DESIGNING. ENGINEERING. TESTING. PRODUCING. 

LOCALLY MADE CARBON FIBER BIKE FRAMES.

Built by us. Built for you.

Bridge was founded with a vision to create a better 

carbon bike. One that is designed, 

precision-engineered and built locally. One that is 

hand-crafted in North America by a team with an 

unparalleled passion for attention to detail, from 

product to experience. One that celebrates the 

relationship between rider and bike, the places you 

choose to ride, and the community that riders create.

Our founders have riding in their blood. Professionally, 

they bring together expertise in carbon manufacturing 

and a deep knowledge of hand-built bicycles to create 

a cycling brand with a unique mindset and attitude.

We don’t just want you to love to ride.

We want you to love your ride.



What is a design system?

A design system consists of a number of visual

elements that are specific to a brand and lead

to visual consistency.

The BRIDGE design system informs all decisions

that have a visual impact. From presentations,

to business cards, to the sign on the wall, our

design system has a role to play in each application.

Why a design system?

Visual consistency leads your customers to

immediate brand recognition. It helps

maximize the presence of your brand and it

enhances the experience your customers

have with your brand.

How do we use this system?

Basically, our design system informs decisions

when developing new standards or applications.

It identifies the visual elements we must use

consistently. It starts with our identity...



Identity

The BRIDGE Identity

Some may call it a logo, but your brand identity

is made up of numerous elements. Brands are

created not just in the way they look but also in

the manner they behave. Brands should never be static.

The genesis of BRIDGE was this simple statement from

 The Modern Bicycle and its Accessories in 1898:

“The bike frame is a bridge on wheels,

built to carry people over the ground.” 

The icon alludes to a bridge, a bicycle, and a rider,

all connected to the ground. It is intended to live

dynamically. While it anchors the full lockup, it can

also live separately from the wordmark and can be

scaled and cropped to create energy. It should never

be rotated, stretched, or animated in a way that

dilutes its strength, simplicity, and credibility.

The wordmark is also a dynamic element but is 

presented in just three forms: horizontal, stacked,

and vertical. It can be used on its own but should

always be in close proximity to the icon.

When in doubt, use any of the full lockup options. 

 

Wordmark

Full Lockup

Icon



Primary – ReversePrimary – Positive



Secondary – ReverseSecondary – Positive



Secondary – ReverseSecondary – Positive



Secondary – ReverseSecondary – Positive



Icon – ReverseIcon – Positive



Primary – Grayscale ReversePrimary – Grayscale



Tagline – ReverseTagline – Positive

LOVE  YOUR  R IDE LOVE  YOUR  R IDE



Clear Space
The BRIDGE brand is built to have presence. That means that the logo needs space to live and breathe. It should never feel crowded.
Respecting the clear space around the wordmark, icon, and full lookup, will give it room to impress.

Unit of Measure
The horizontal stroke of the icon is
the clear space marker for any 
scale application 

Clear Space – Stacked Clear Space – Vertical

Clear Space – Horizontal

Clear Space – icon Only

1x
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Colour Palette
The primary, secondary and tertiary palettes are used exclusively in support of the BRIDGE brand.
The preferred method of reproduction is CMYK for print and RGB or Websafe for digital.

SecondaryPrimary

Tertiary



SecondaryPrimary Tertiary

Colour Weighting
The colours should be used in a balanced manner so that there is enough background and foreground to create
brand recognition and consistency. A general guide to the ratio is shown below. 



BRIDGE uses one primary typeface.

Cera Pro is a flexible sans-serif typeface
that’s available in a number of different weights.
The three weights specified for use are
Light, Medium, and Bold.

Web safe versions are also available.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
!@#$%^&*()_+{}[]|\

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
!@#$%^&*()_+{}[]|\

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
!@#$%^&*()_+{}[]|\

Cera Pro
Medium

Cera Pro
Light

Cera Pro
Bold

Typography
There are specific typefaces to be used with all BRIDGE brand communications. Cera Pro Light, Medium, and Bold are the exclusive fonts.
These fonts can be used independently or in combination without mixing fonts within a word. The default tracking/kerning is -10.
If any of these fonts are not available (for example, in email or other electronic communications), Montserrat Regular, Semi Bold, and Bold are approved for use.



Typography – Application
When using the prescribed fonts in developing design activations for the brand, unique treatments can be applied such as: stencil cuts, vertical and horizontal
combinations, holding shapes, and mixed weights. As with everything BRIDGE, keep it simple. Modern, clean layouts are preferred to over-embellished or decorative
treatments that look fancy or frivolous. 



Photography
As a critical component of our brand guideline, visual elements beyond the logo and wordmark must be considered. Photography is a powerful
and evocative method of communication. Our photography is intentionally rich in subject, content, and colour but purposefully simple in its direction.
All imagery should include a broad representation of humans across race, age, and ability/mobility spectrums. Every image should feel natural, candid,
and positive; never depressing or negative. Colours that are slightly muted or desaturated are preferred so that they work in harmony with the brand palette.

This is Frank. 

This is Mike. 



Photography – Surfaces
Our frames are built for real world use in real world situations across many different surfaces. Macro photography that focuses on the different types of roads and
conditions we are built for creates a visceral level of communication by stepping outside of the industry accepted practice of a photo of a rider on a bike on a road...

Asphalt Gravel

Dirt Gravel MIxed



Photography – Riding
... but we still want to show riders on bikes. Making our photography stand out from others while be uniqueley recognizable as belonging to BRIDGE, we will look to
create images with unique angles, settings, lighting, and camera psoitions. We do not need to show ‘fake’ smiling cyclists nor do we need to show endless suffering.
A balance of enjoyment with a sense of epic adventure (big and small) in natural setings is what we are looking to convey.



Texture & Scale
The BRIDGE brand has been designed to work at various scales. When creating large scale graphics (exhibits, physical spaces, presentations), it is important
to maintain enough background, or negative space, for the brand and graphic elements. Large fields of the primary colour palette will allow the brand
to have presence without having to overscale the graphic elements.



Brand Application – Bike Frames
The BRIDGE bike is elegant in its form but can be expressive with paint treatments. The stock frames should maintain a consistent brand signature but each
series may be customized in order to denote model, year, or collection. Personalized and custom treatments as specified by the consumer are possible, but
a level of control should be maintained within a brand framework or preset configurator. ‘Refined simplicity’ is our two word style statement.   
 



Brand Application – Print
When using the BRIDGE identity in print applications, confidence and simplicity are the two most important considerations. Utilizing techniques like blind embossing,
varnish coats, transparency, etching are preferred to create a more tactile engaemeng with our audience. We do not need to shout or be overly boisterous. We also
want to convey the premium level of the bikes we produce and that every interaction should feel like an experience.



Brand Application – Support
Following the same principles outlined in the previous page, larger scale support messaging should be simple and graphic.
Large images and fields of colour will create a strong canvas for us to present the brand voice and personality.
 



Brand Applications – Wearables
We are cycling brand first but we are also a lifestyle brand. Our kit is recognizable as stylish, elegant, and considered. We look good on any rider and on any bike.
Beyond the bike, we follow the same principles. We never want to be too trendy, and we should always be crafted with style and built for comfort with high desirability. 



Brand Application – Promotion
As stated previously, we are not gimmicky or frivolous but we can still be surprising and humourous. Quality goods and elegant graphics are the two
primary considerations when determing how BRIDGE is promoted with swag and giftware. Carbon is our lifeblood, so it should have a place in our 
promo items. Beyond hardgoods, we can also delve into consumables like coffee, hydration, and energy bars with custom BRIDGE branding. 



A few final words...

This guideline is intended to be just that:

a guideline. There will be instances and situations that are 

not specifically covered in the content included here, but 

the brand has enough flexibility to allow an experienced 

brand designer to develop solutions using the elements and 

examples shown within.

If a solution does not feel like it could be included as an 

example in this manual, it is probably not right for the brand. 

It is important to respect the brand and its visual identity by 

not stretching, distorting, modifying, adding decoration, or 

changing the colours.

If you have questions, or your particular application is not 

covered here, please contact Thom Antonio via email:

thom.antonio@reunioninc.com


